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We demonstrate a novel random laser configuration by exploiting the coexistence of optical gain
and light self-localization in a reorientational nonlinear medium. A spatial soliton launched by a
near-infrared beam in dye-doped nematic liquid crystals enhances and confines stimulated emission
of visible light in the optically-pumped gain-medium, yielding random lasing with enhanced features.

In random lasers, a disordered distribution of scat-
tering centers provides the required feedback for oscil-
lations in optically amplifying media. In recent years
they have attracted a great deal of attention, mainly due
to the versatility stemming from cavity-less geometries
and the ease of realization [1–9]. In liquid crystals, suit-
able dopants can provide the gain action through op-
tical pumping, while optical birefringence in conjunction
with intense fluctuations of the dielectric tensor yield the
required recurrent multiple scattering for random reso-
nances to occur [10–17]. In the nematic phase, more-
over, liquid crystals are positive uniaxial materials sub-
ject to optic axis reorientation under the action of electric
fields, either at low or optical frequencies [18]. The latter
response provides a low-power mechanism for nonlinear
optics [19] and light localization into self-confined light-
beams, the so-called ”nematicons” [20]. Nematicons are
bright spatial solitons (solitary waves) which are stable in
two transverse dimensions due to the nonlocal response
associated with the elastic intermolecular links in the liq-
uid state [21, 22]; they support graded-index waveguides
able to confine additional (incoherent) signals/beams of
different wavelengths as well as powers and profiles [23–
30], are robust against refractive index perturbations [31–
35] and collisional interactions [36–38]. Aided by nemati-
cons, reorientational and electronic nonlinear responses,
characterized by distinct time- and power-scales, can syn-
ergystically be combined [39, 40]. Owing to their large
numerical aperture [41], nematicon waveguides solitons
have also been employed in experiments involving inco-
herent light generation by fluorescence [42] or amplified
spontaneous emission [43], offering a means to better col-
lect and couple the emitted light into optical fibers.
In this Letter we demonstrate a novel example of syn-

ergy between diverse nonlinear responses: the combina-
tion of spatial solitons and random lasing into a ”nemati-
con random laser”, whereby a low-power self-confined
beam provides a guided-wave landscape for the stimu-
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lated emission induced by collinear optical pumping of
dye-doped nematic liquid crystals (NLC).

Several benefits can be expected from adopting such
light-induced guided-wave configuration for random las-
ing. At variance with standard thin film geometries,
the thick NLC cell provides an extended volume where
optical pumping can produce fluorescence and, in turn,
stimulated emission and lasing action via random scat-
tering and feedback. The large interaction volume can
exploit several feedback paths through scattering, sup-
port many coupled lasing modes [44] and their competi-
tion/thermalization [45], producing smoother spectrum
and spatial profile as compared to ”standard” random
lasers. Furthermore, owing to anisotropic light scatter-
ing in uniaxials [46], the spontaneous as well as the stim-
ulated emissions in NLC doped with pyrromethene-dye
tend to be polarized in the plane of the director alignment
[10, 43]; hence, the generated photons are co-polarized
with the reorientational soliton and can be trapped in
the light-induced waveguide, the nematicon. At vari-
ance with a standard one-beam configuration (see Fig.
1(a)), the confinement afforded by the nematicon on
extraordinary-polarized (e-) waves can balance out the
spatial dispersion of the involved wavepackets and re-
sult in reduced diffraction through index change as well
as modified distribution of the emission through disorder
confinement [47] and altered scattering. In standard NLC
random lasers, localized and extended modes in the ac-
tive volume overlap and compete; in our geometry trans-
versely localized modes are sustained by the waveguide
landscape and conveyed at the exit. Finally, the pump
beam can also undergo nematicon confinement depending
on its polarization: if polarized along y at the input, even
the e-pump can be guided along the nematicon, yield-
ing an extended interaction with light emitted along the
waveguide and only limited by absorption. The latter
pump polarization, however, turns out to be the least
efficient in terms of fluorescence in the uniaxial guest-
host material. For this reason, we conducted experiments
with either (i) an ordinary-wave (o-) pump with polariza-
tion orthogonal to the optic axis or (ii) an extraordinary
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pump copolarized with (and guided by) the soliton and
the emitted light (Fig. 1(b-c).

We prepared and employed planar glass cells with me-
chanically rubbed polymide/NLC interfaces to prepare
100µm thick samples of nematic liquid crystals E7 doped
with 0.3wt% pyrromethene dye (PM597). Such guest-
host mixture, when resonantly pumped by nanosecond
laser pulses at 532nm, is able to provide fluorescence
and optical amplification in the visible spectrum around
570-580nm [10, 43]. When excited by mW-power e-wave
beams, through non-resonant reorientation it can also
support the formation and propagation of self-guided
spatial optical solitons of arbitrary wavelength [20]. The
NLC cell was 3mm-long in propagation and equipped
with input and output glass interfaces to prevent menis-
cus formation and undesired beam depolarization (see
sample geometry in Fig. 1(d)). The NLC optic axis
was aligned in the plane yz at θ = 45◦ with respect to
the wave vector direction k//z in order to avoid a power
(Freedericks) threshold effect for all-optical reorientation
while maximizing the nonlinear optical response [48].

A cw near-infrared beam of wavelength 1.064µm was
e-polarized with electric field parallel to y, focused at the
input interface to a waist 3µm and launched with wave
vector along z in the cell mid-plane (x = 0) in order to
excite a self-trapped nematicon (see Fig.1(e)). The lat-
ter, stabilized by nonlocality in two-dimensions, is able
to propagate with a nearly invariant profile in the plane
yz at the walkoff angle δ defined by the birefringence

[20, 21], i.e., δ = arctan
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, with n‖ and

n⊥ the refractive indices for electric fields parallel and
orthogonal to the optic axis n̂, respectively. A 20Hz rep-
rate train of ≈ 6ns pulses from a frequency-doubled Q-
switched Nd:YAG laser was focused and injected in the
cell mid-plane collinearly with the cw beam, with partic-
ular care to ensure that, despite walkoff, the two (green
and near-infrared) beams had parallel Poynting vectors.
The experimental setup was completed by a microscope,
a CCD camera to check the beam alignment and a spec-
trometer to collect the emission from the cell output, as
sketched in Fig. 1(e).

Figure 2(a) shows the measured output versus input
characteristics of the random laser, acquired from the
emitted light without (black) and with (red) a 5mW ne-
maticon, injecting the pump in the e-polarization. The
emission, collected after a bandpass filter and spatially
integrated, exhibits the standard lasing character with
an energy threshold around 0.85µJ and a higher slope
(efficiency) when the nematicon is present. Fig. 2(b) dis-
plays the corresponding results for an ordinary-polarized
pump: as before, the nematicon increases the lasing ef-
ficiency. For o-polarized pump light the threshold is
slightly lower and a marked increase in the output-vs-
input slope and lasing efficiency is clearly visible, consis-
tently with previous observations in the same material
[10, 43] In the latter geometry, the o-pump is not con-
fined but interacts more efficiently with the guest-host,

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the interaction without nematicon. (b-c)
Sketch of the interaction with nematicon (amplitude A2) and
(b) ordinary or (b) extraordinary wave pump (amplitude A1).
The emitted light, represented here as a beam, is actually gen-
erated in the region where the pump remains intense despite
the absorption.(d) Sample geometry and director alignment.
θ0 is the bulk orientation due to the boundary conditions. (e)
Experimental setup: SM, spectrometer; OBJ, microscope ob-
jective; Laser1, pulsed pump laser at 532nm; Laser2, cw laser
at 1064nm.

whereas the e-wave emission is confined within the near-
infrared nematicon and propagates along its walkoff an-
gle (Fig. 1(b)). Clearly, despite the spatial spreading
incurred by the o-polarized pump, the random laser op-
erates better in this configuration with orthogonal pump
and soliton. When calculating the β-factor (rate of spon-
taneous emission radiated into lasing modes over total
rate of spontaneous emission) according to the proce-
dure outlined in Ref. [49] and used, e.g., in Ref. [50],
the β reduction observed for an o-wave pump became
more apparent in the presence of the nematicon, as indi-
cated by the values next to each curve in Fig. 2. This
confirms that the fraction of spontaneous emission that
triggers random lasing is significantly less with than with-
out soliton, i.e., the nematicon-assisted configuration is
more efficient.
Figure 3 illustrates the spectral narrowing afforded by

this random laser with/without a collinear spatial soli-
ton. The full-width half-maximum data points, plotted
versus pump energy/pulse, clearly show the lasing char-
acteristics corresponding to Fig. 2, with a marked im-
provement when the nematicon contributes to the con-
finement of the emitted light. A narrowing of the emitted
spectrum is visible in (a) without soliton as the system
goes from fluorescence to above lasing threshold, from
43.4nm (45.6nm) to 11.0nm (19.8nm) for o- (e-) pump;
the spectral narrowing is more marked with nematicon
assistance, particularly for a pump orthogonal to the op-
tic axis of the guest-host medium: from 42.9nm (43.8nm)
to 7.2nm (12.3nm) for o- (e-) pump. The spectral width
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FIG. 2. Output intensity of emitted light (units correspond
to spectrometer counts) at wavelengths around 575nm the
energy of the pump pulse. (a) e-wave pump in bulk interaction
without nematicon (black symbols and line) and guided-wave
interaction in the presence of a 5mW nematicon (red symbols
and line); (b) o-wave pump without (black symbols and line)
and with a 5mW nematicon (red symbols and line). The
calculated β-factors are indicated next to each line.

FIG. 3. Measured full-width half-maxima (FWHM) of the
spectral emission (see Fig. 4) versus energy of the pump
pulses, for an ordinary (black symbols and lines) or extraor-
dinary (red symbols and lines) wave pump (a) in a bulk in-
teraction (no soliton), (b) in the presence of a collinear 5mW
nematicon.

in the presence of a nematicon is consistently lower above
threshold, confirming the beneficial role of our solitin as-
sisted geometry in an extended interaction region.
Figure 4 shows various lasing spectra when the guest-

host system is pumped (o-polarization) in the pres-
ence/absence of a collinear nematicon. When the pump
energy is below threshold (0.75µJ) no laser action takes
place and a 5mW nematicon barely increases the emit-
ted intensity by collecting photons at the output (Fig.
4(a)). Conversely, pumping above threshold (1.2µJ), the
index contrast introduced by the nematicon through re-
orientation assists the emission process by changing the
scattering paths and the interaction efficiency, resulting
in wavelength tuning and spectral narrowing (Fig. 4(b)).
Fig. 4(c-d) illustrates the nematicon role on spectral pro-
files, width and random laser intensity for 1.2µJ o-wave
pumping and nematicon power varying up to 6mW. Such
all-optical tuning can be ascribed to changes in the local
scattering cross-section that, in turn, modify the trans-
port distance of the generated photons and the size of
the random loops responsible for random resonances and
lasing.
Finally, Fig. 5 graphs the spatial profile of the emit-
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FIG. 4. Soliton effects on spectral emission, for a pump or-
thogonal to the optic axis. (a) Emission spectrum with pump
energy below threshold (0.75µJ), without (black) and with a
5mW soliton (red). (b) Spectrum with pump energy above
threshold (1.2µJ), without (black) and with (red) a 5mW
nematicon: the latter shifts the wavelength peak and nar-
rows the spectrum. (c) Emission spectra for a pump at 1.2µJ
and various nematicon powers. (d) Tuning of lasing efficiency
(output intensity, squares) and spectral width (FWHM, cir-
cles) versus nematicon power, for a pump at 1.2µJ.

FIG. 5. Measured spatial distribution of the random laser
emission, imaged with a microscope objective by translating
a slit and filtering out near-infrared and green light, with
(black symbols and line) and without (red symbols and line)
a collinear 5mW nematicon. The peak emission is at the wave-
length 578.1nm without soliton and at 573.9nm with soliton,
respectively.

ted light.The curves, plotted against the transverse co-
ordinate y, indicate that the soliton confines the laser
light and improves its transverse distribution and spatial
coherence, consistently with the expected benefits of a
nematicon randon laser. When exploited in conjunction
with nematicon steering and readdressing, these features
can allow one to engineer random lasing with increased
spatial coherence and controlled direction of emission.
In conclusion, we have designed and demonstrated the

first nematicon-assisted random laser, where the graded
index region defined by the spatial soliton through reori-
entation confines the emitted radiation and contributes
to tune the features of random lasing in terms of spec-
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trum and overall efficiency, as witnessed by changes in β-
factor, laser wavelength and linewidth. While these pre-
liminary results are sensitive to details of sample prepara-
tion and definitely subject to improvement through a bet-
ter control of beam alignment and guest-host composi-
tion, they prove that the benefits of a cavity-less random
laser can be combined with those of an optical control of
scattering and diffraction by a light-induced guided-wave
geometry, towards better laser coherence and directional-
ity, narrower lines and lower threshold with higher slope
efficiency. We plan to investigate additional properties of
nematicon random lasers and to derive a suitable model
accounting for the large number of lasing modes and their

competition in an extended and confined interaction re-
gion.
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